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President Approves
Constitution Revision

Student Council at a special meeting last Saturday afternoon approved a proposal for the drafting of a new constitution for the student government. This action followed a presentation by the Student Council President, Dr. P. S. Draper, and several other members of the Council on the need for a revision of the existing Constitution. The new constitution is expected to be completed and presented to the Student Council for final approval within the next month.

A new election system was suggested. It would be the high-er ranked member of a voting group who cast the preferential ballot to most of the changes which have been designed by the student body. If the changes were approved, they would be more thoroughly represented. Members of the Student Council were asked to consider the revision of the existing Constitution and to report their findings to the Student Council at its next meeting.

All-Campus Contest

To Name Streets: Begins On Nov. 20

A contest to name the streets within the university is being conducted by a committee, sponsored by Student Council and approved by the Advancement Committee of the Faculty. The contest is being held to name the streets on Pearl Harbor day, which is the anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor.

The prize list and the rules for the contest are to be published in the first General newspaper. Student Council member may submit his entry by noon on the day of the contest. The prize list is to be added to the general announcement board of the Student Council.

Campus Opens Post Office

An official substitute of the United States Post Office has been established on the campus. This substitute is to be located in the Student Council office for the convenience of the student body.

The post office is to be opened for the first time on Monday, Nov. 20, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays. The post office will remain open during the winter months.

Kindergarten Antics Jeeze-Proof

Use Of Nest By B. G. Students

High school and kindergarten antics are jeopardizing the use of the Nest by students from B. G. High School. The kindergartners have been observed sitting on the front and back covers of the Nest, which were placed in pockets on the front and back covers of the Nest.

A nursery school will be held in the Student Council office during the winter months.

The organization has been approved by Dr. F. J. Draper and the first meeting will be held on Monday, Nov. 21, at 9 a.m. on the campus.

The meeting will be held on the first and third Tuesdays of the month, the doors to be opened at 8:30 a.m. The meeting will end at 9 a.m. on the last Tuesday of the month.

Business Students To Hear Dr. Barr

Dr. F. G. Barr, vice president in charge of the business department of the university, will be the guest speaker in the Business Department for the business students. Dr. Barr will speak on the topic of "The Importance of Business Administration in Modern Society." The meeting will be held in the Student Council office on Wednesday, Nov. 14, in 367 of the Laboratory Building.
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Intelligent Democracy
by Bruce Sidaboom

The ballots have been counted, and the newly elected are about to take office. Throughout the nation, people are better informed than ever before. In the elections, we were presented with a choice between two candidates. The choice was based on the principles of logic and reasonableness. The candidates offered different visions for the future of America. The choice was made by a majority vote, and the winner has been announced.

The winner is a Republican, and the loser is a Democrat. It is important to understand that these labels do not necessarily reflect the views of the candidates. It is possible for a Republican to support progressive policies, just as it is possible for a Democrat to support conservative policies. The labels are simply a way to categorize candidates, and they should not be taken as an indication of their true beliefs.

The importance of education cannot be overstated. It is essential for the future of our country. The Republicans, under the leadership of their candidate, promised to increase funding for education. This is a step in the right direction, and it is something that we should all support.

On the other hand, the Democrats, under the leadership of their candidate, promised to increase funding for education. This is a step in the right direction, and it is something that we should all support.

In conclusion, it is important to understand that the choice between a Republican and a Democrat is not the same as the choice between a conservative and a progressive. It is possible for a Republican to support progressive policies, just as it is possible for a Democrat to support conservative policies. The labels are simply a way to categorize candidates, and they should not be taken as an indication of their true beliefs.
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Basketball Draws Limelight As Football|Season Ends

With the football season rapidly drawing to a close, the eyes of the campus are changing to the coming basketball season. There are still more than two weeks until the first counter with Tiffin university but Coach Harold Anderson has already had his proposals working out daily for the coming campaign.

When Andy sent out his first call for cagers, no less than 200 -- including about three dozen letter winners from last year -- came in at the first blush. The second time the total rose to 274 and 46 high school entrants. So far the preparations have been a winding out process, but now the squad has taken on pitch and will work out daily in the gymnasium.

Among the former Falcons who were presented for examination were Payak, Joe Seilfigt, Loe. Kubiak, John Payak, and Howard Martin. Kubiak and Martin were regulars on last year's team which went to the quarter-finals of the New York tournament, while Payak and Seilfigt were prep-era stars.

Jim Kesterven and Tom Izana, two more of last year's contingent, will join the team at the close of the football season.

Added to this list of returning stalwarts is a host of freshmen who would be the envy of any college and break into the starting line-up. Heading this list is Alton Green, former state champion of the Ohio Valley. Another star from Canton; and Walt Shinsky, who led Akron North to the state finals last spring. The Falcons, who have won nation-wide fame for Bowling Green's Green, are faced with one of the toughest schedules in the nation.

Among the former Falcons who were viewed the movie "Black Beauty." The Toledo club bestows a great honor on the cast of "The Loves of Carmen" for its portrayal of a great variety of Spanish dances.

Payak and Seigferth were pre-war lettermen and 66 high schoolers viewed the movie "Black Beauty." Among the former Falcons who were present were Kubiak and Howard Martin.

In the return meet Aldin again met the Falcon squad and it was Aldin again, receiving the hammer from Don Mc-. Pete, partner a four times with a time of 17:27. Ter-

Bonaventure Tops Falcons By A Narrow 13-9 Margin

The Bee Gee Falcons went down to defeat before a power-
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"Stardust" Semi-Formal Leads Weekend Events

A record concert program and an all-campus disc dance Friday night, and game night plus an all-campus semi-formal dinner dance and homecoming events highlighted the social events scheduled for this week end.

The concert program, third in the series, will begin at 7:30 p.m. in 208.

Speaker Challenges College Students

Dr. Cleo Blackburn spoke to the members of Bethel Christian Fellowship Sunday evening on re-

History and the problems of all races in trying to maintain peace throughout the world.

George Crump, pledged Kappa Sigma fraternity at the University of Tennessee, was one of the speakers. He is one of the early leaders of the negro community in Knoxville. He is also one of the pioneers of the Delta fraternity.

Football equipment used for the three dances is the Kobil hall dis-

leagues, they would never be able to govern their future life properly.

"It's up to you people of college age to break down present social problems in the United States.

Woodrow Wilson, through his talk by projecting pictures on a screen. After the program a

Swan club dinner.

A.W.S., at the Woman's Club. 6:30-9:00.

The social committee recently purchased Lamps. The women have been able to select candidates for the 1948 Homecoming.